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 6 

Committee Members Present:  Susan Shashok, Kirk Fiske, Gary Baker, Chris Robbins, Heather 7 

Seeley and Luther Tenny.  Donald Keeler Jr. and alternate Judith Wiger-Grohs were absent.   8 

 9 

Town Staff:  Town Manager Kathleen Ramsay, Director of Public Works Planning Dan Werner, 10 

and Treasurer/Accounting Services Manager Jackie Sullivan.  Also present was Wayne Elliot of 11 

Aldrich and Elliot Engineering.   12 

 13 

The meeting was called to order by Chair Susan Shashok at 5:30 p.m. 14 

 15 

Approval of the Agenda 16 

The agenda was approved upon motion by Gary Baker, seconded by Kirk Fiske. 17 

Citizens Comments 18 

Corrina Noelke of South Street asked when the infrastructure improvements for South Street, 19 

designed several years ago, would be constructed.  Director of Public Works Planning said that 20 

there is no time line for constructing those improvements, due to lack of funding.  Chair Susan 21 

Shashok added that there is no funding for the South Street improvements included in the FY19 22 

budget at this point, so the construction will not take place next year.  Noelke asked what the 23 

process is for prioritizing construction projects.  Shashok and Werner said that the Town 24 

undertakes projects based on needs and availability of funding and Shashok invited Noelke to 25 

attend the Committee’s capital budgeting discussion next year to observe how the process 26 

works. 27 

Noelke noted that she was disappointed to learn that the traffic calming study done several 28 

years ago by Regional Planning did not include any solid recommendations for traffic calming 29 

on South Street.  Since part of South Street is torn-up due to the work underway on Chipman 30 

Park, Noelke thought this might be a good time to implement traffic calming measures on the 31 

section of South Street that will need to be re-paved.   32 

Werner mentioned that Police Chief Tom Hanley had also prepared a report on traffic calming 33 

measures and Shashok asked staff to review that report to see if any of its recommendations 34 

should be considered for implementation and report back to the committee. 35 
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Water and Wastewater Rates 36 

 37 

Dan Werner gave the Committee a summary of the water and wastewater users and the rates 38 

as they exist now.   He said there are 2,100 in-town water users and 100 out-of-town.   There 39 

are 1,820 sewer users, and that includes both in-town and out-of-town.  He said the typical 40 

residential usage is 9,300 gallons per quarter. 41 

 42 

Wayne Elliot gave a summary of his experience working around the state and helping 43 

communities with water and wastewater rate structures.    He spoke about various rate 44 

structures around the State and while none are exactly the same, they all have to be fair and 45 

equitable. 46 

 47 

Elliot said with our typical residence using 9,300 gallons /quarter, which is 37-38,000 48 

gallons/year and around 100 gallons/day, is on the low end of what he sees in other 49 

communities where a typical residential use is 50-60,000 gallons/year.  He said the statewide 50 

trend shows water consumption is dropping, in part due to smaller households.  He said some 51 

communities get into trouble when they set the rate based on usage, then when the usage 52 

numbers drop, they have to keep raising the rates to meet expenses. 53 

 54 

Elliot said when you look at Middlebury rates; the typical residential customer is paying 55 

$255/year for water and $448/year for wastewater, based on 37-38,000 gallons/year.  He said 56 

the water rate is low compared to other communities in the State, where the residential rate is 57 

typically $450-500/year.  He said since Middlebury has a simple water system, with ground 58 

water sources, on-site storage and minimal testing compared to some places, this is why our 59 

rates are lower compared to other communities with a more complicated system.  He said 60 

Middlebury’s sewer rate of $448/year is about the same as the average rate for wastewater 61 

around the State, where the treatment system and infrastructure are about the same. 62 

 63 

Elliot felt that the water and sewer costs on a monthly basis were an undervalued service that 64 

consumers should be made aware of.  He said the typical monthly bill is $21 for water and $37 65 

for sewer, yet when you look at cell phones of cable TV and Wi-Fi, your monthly bills are in the 66 

hundreds. 67 

 68 

Werner said that recently they had eliminated the 3,000 gallon minimum on the water bills, but 69 

kept the 3,000 gallon minimum on sewer bills because to remove it would generate too much 70 

revenue.  Ramsay said looking ahead; we didn’t want to drop the rates when we knew we were 71 

going to need more capital investment, and to create a steady trend rather than some wildly 72 

fluctuating rates. 73 
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 74 

Elliot said the Town needs to look at what your objectives are when setting rates, and to keep 75 

the rate structure simple.   He said in smaller water system, you should plan on covering 75% of 76 

your expenses with the base rate revenues.  He said with smaller communities, water usage can 77 

be impacted by such things as weather, or with large users a drop in business, so you should try 78 

to capture as much revenue as you can with the base rate so you can have some stability in 79 

your revenue.  He said that isn’t so much the case in medium to larger sized communities, such 80 

as Middlebury.  He said when you consider changing the rate, you need to be mindful of how it 81 

impacts different categories of users, and it’s important to know what they pay now and what 82 

they would pay with the change.  He said you need to realize that raising the base rate impacts 83 

the lower end residential users that may be on a fixed income, whereas the larger users will see 84 

a reduction in their bills. 85 

 86 

Shashok asked how often they should review and recalculate the rates, and Elliot said it should 87 

be done annually.  He said you may not raise the rates annually, but they should be looked at 88 

each year to see if they are covering expenses.  He said the increases each year may be small, 89 

but it is better to do it each year than to go several years and have a huge increase. 90 

 91 

Werner said the FY18 Water Fund Total Revenue was just over $1.2 million and the majority of 92 

that is from user fees.  There are several large water users that use over 1 million gallons per 93 

quarter, and Elliot said you want to closely monitor the meters on these large users to make 94 

sure they are reading correctly. 95 

 96 

There was discussion over the different users and how to meter apartment building, but Elliot 97 

said it doesn’t really matter how it’s done as long as everyone is treated the same.   Water 98 

billing software was also discussed, but Elliot said they did some research on water billing 99 

software a few years ago and it’s quite expensive and getting setup and started is challenging.  100 

He said some communities found the NEMRC software difficult to adapt to their rate structure, 101 

but Sullivan said she had no problem with NEMRC. 102 

 103 

Elliot said of the $1.2 million in water revenues, $320,000, or 26% was from base rates and the 104 

remaining $772,000 was from user rates, so all our revenue is generated from fees.  He 105 

recommends leaving this rate system the way it is.  Seeley said she wonders where the changes 106 

should be made; in the base rate or the user rate?   Elliot said to help make this decision, it 107 

helps to take 5 or 6 different residences and a dozen or so non-residential and then see how 108 

any changes impact these users and use that to guide which rate to adjust.  Seeley said it would 109 

be helpful to have a spread sheet with these different users to see how they were impacted 110 

and how to best generate more income, and then each year they could use the same 111 
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spreadsheet with different numbers.  Elliot said you can use the same customers and see how 112 

adjust just the base rate impacts them, then how adjusting just the user rate impacts them and 113 

then how adjusting both would impact them. 114 

 115 

They discussed the funds needed for capital projects, such as the Exchange Street water line, 116 

and Elliot suggested phasing in the increase in rates and work towards the first bond payment 117 

year so the users aren’t hit with a huge increase at that point.  Tenny said we also need to be 118 

raising money for future needs as there are a great many water lines that are aging and need 119 

replacing.   Robbins said there are still some water bonds outstanding, so she didn’t think it was 120 

a good idea to pile more bonds on top of the ones we already have, so we should be raising 121 

money so we don’t have to bond.  Shashok said we’d still need to bond, but we’d have to be 122 

sure to raise the rates so there were sufficient funds to make the bond payments.    123 

 124 

There was some discussion on how the costs can be distributed out to all properties and not 125 

just the water users.  Seeley suggested the Town owned buildings be billed for their water 126 

usage then the money would come out of the General Fund, so that is one way of spreading out 127 

some of the costs to all taxpayers.  Elliot said the Water Study that will be happening in the next 128 

few months will help schedule and prioritize future projects. 129 

 130 

Elliot said that he looked at the fixed vs. the variable costs, which is important to do in smaller 131 

communities.  He said 55% or more of all fixed water costs are produced before any water is 132 

sold at all, and about 20% are capital costs.  He said that makes the fixed costs about 2/3rds of 133 

the water budget.  He recommends putting any future debt expenses in the base rate. 134 

 135 

Werner reviewed the sewer revenues, which total a little over $2.5 million per year.   While the 136 

water revenues are almost all user fees, the sewer revenues are only a little over 50% of user 137 

fees and the remaining revenues come from the sewer surcharge, capital cost recovery from 138 

AgriMark (which expires in FY22) and septage dumping fees.  He explained the surcharge fee 139 

and said there are only 3 businesses that pay these fees due to the treatment of their stronger 140 

discharge.  Elliot said since 30% of our revenue is generated by AgriMark alone, it’s always good 141 

to keep an eye on what’s happening there as it has a huge impact on revenues and what the 142 

rates should be.  He said even at 30%, AgriMark may not be paying their share.  Baker asked 143 

about the Capital Cost Recovery and Werner said this was part of the 20 year agreement with 144 

AgriMark, that they would pay the Town $115,000/year over and above their user fees.  Elliot 145 

said that figure  is included in the 30% of their share of the Sewer Revenues. 146 

 147 

Werner went over again how removing the 3,000 gallon base rate from sewer would impact 148 

revenues.  He said for residential users, the elimination of the 3,000 gallon base rate 149 
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immediately increases the residential users sewer costs by $24.00 per quarter and the one that 150 

gets hurt are those on a fixed income.  There is a potential, however, to phase it out over a 151 

period of time. 152 

 153 

Robbins asked if the Town could have a tax increment finance (TIF) district for water and sewer 154 

rates too.  Shashok said you could, but it has to meet all the qualifications to be a TIF, and 155 

Exchange Street doesn’t meet those. 156 

 157 

When looking at future bond costs, Elliot said ideally you want all debt covered by the base 158 

rate, but the problem with that is non-residential customers won’t be paying their share of the 159 

debt.  He said it’s important to spread the debt payment out fairly over all the different 160 

customer classes.    Elliot said the way Middlebury had been doing rates is fine, it just needs a 161 

little more tweaking and to think about what to do moving forward to generate more income 162 

for some future projects.  He said whatever the new agreement is with AgriMark may also 163 

impact the rates, so they may need to go back and look at them again. 164 

 165 

Shashok asked if Elliot thought it was a good idea to look into having Town facilities pay for 166 

their water and sewer.  Elliot said you could look into it, but it may not generate enough for it 167 

to be worthwhile. 168 

 169 

Committee Concerns 170 

 171 

Baker was concerned he’d heard at the Selectboard meeting that the Infrastructure Committee 172 

wanted the Planning Commission to come to them to discuss what was in the Town Plan and he 173 

felt that was out of line.  He thought the Infrastructure Committee could provide input to the 174 

Planning Commission for the Town Plan, but the Planning Commission didn’t have to answer to 175 

the Infrastructure Committee.  Shashok said that wasn’t the intent, but she thought it was good 176 

to get together and discuss the infrastructure mentioned in the Town Plan.  Seeley said it was 177 

more about matching up priorities. 178 

 179 

Seeley thanked Ramsay and Werner for organizing this meeting, and she thought it had been 180 

very helpful. 181 

 182 

The next Infrastructure Committee meeting will be on Friday, December 15th at 8:15 a.m. 183 

 184 

Respectfully submitted, 185 

Beth Dow 186 

 187 
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 189 

 190 
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